Modeling and predicting human social behavior
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I. P ROJECT GOALS AND TEAM
The team consists of Dr. Omar Lizardo of the Department
of Sociology at University of California, Los Angeles, Dr.
Kevin Chan of Army Research Laboratory as well as Dr.
Boleslaw Szymanski and Ashwin Bahulkar of the Department
of Computer Science at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, but
included collaboration with teams lead by Dr. Nitesh Chawla
of the Department of Computer Science at the Notre Dame
University, and Dr. Christos Faloutsos of Carnegie Mellon
School of Computer Science. The overall project goal is to
model evolving attribute-rich social systems. Accordingly the
most of the work of the team has been focused on modeling
and predicting change in social and human networks. Previous
work establishes how node attributes influence edge formation
and dissolution over time [4] [3] [5] and how interactions
patterns can predict the lifetime of edges [2]. Current work
focuses on modeling the formation of social interacting groups
and exploring how the formation of these social groups is
related to opinion change of persons [1].
II. I NTRODUCTION
Previous work on human social networks has established a
number of well-document regularities. First, most of human
social interaction occurs in the context of a set of relatively
small face-to-face groups and not in isolated dyads [9], [14],
[16], [18]. Even the rise of telecommunications technology
allowing for connectivity without face-to-face interaction has
not altered this. Instead, interaction via such channels like
texting, online chatting, social media complements rather than
replaces face-to-face interaction in small groups, as the great
majority of “online” ties ultimately become (or emerge from)
offline face-to-face ties [10].
Second, interaction in small groups has implications for the
society-wide distribution of beliefs and opinions [12], [14].
In particular, individuals are more likely to belong to groups
in which other individuals share their beliefs and opinions
[9]. Dyadic ties within the context of small groups tend to
be “homophilous” with respect to a variety of individual
attributes, such as race, diffusion, religion, place of residence,
and the like [11]. These structural commonalities then lead
to individuals adopting similar beliefs and practices, via processes of structurally channeled diffusion, such as the spread

of an opinion among members of a given racial group or
education stratum [13], coupled with dynamics of opinion
adjustment and social influence when people interact with
similar others in the context of small groups [7], [16]. It
follows that cross-individuals differences and commonalities
in opinions are largely a function of the groups they belong
to, and dedicate the bulk of their time and attention. In this
way, group based interaction contributes to both processes of
cultural convergence, and most importantly, cultural differentiation, including polarization and segregation, at the level of
society [12], [13].
Yet, is is also well established that, rather than being
relatively static, social connections within face-to-face groups
are dynamic, not static [17]. That is, rather than being “lockedin” into a small set of groups (as are some social non-human
primates), humans have the capacity to choose which groups
to join, and are also likely to choose when to leave a group,
especially in the context of contemporary liberal societies. This
means that the group-based nature of social interaction may
not only be a key factor explaining individual differences of
opinion and belief in the cross-section, but may also be crucial
to accounting for temporal patterns of opinion change. The
opinions that an individual holds at any one time, in their turn,
may also figure prominently in their decisions to either join
a new group or exit an existing one. More specifically, these
decisions may be driven by the extent to which an individual
faces a trade-off between adjusting their current opinion to the
(possibly changing) opinions of the others in a group to which
they are strongly committed, or decides to keep their opinion
and join a group of like-minded others.
Keeping this interdependence in mind, we introduce a
model which can predict both the formation and dissolution
of memberships in social groups, as well as prediction of
opinion changes made by the people to improve their level
of satisfaction they achieve from group membership. The
novelty of the model is that it can predict all the different
kinds of interrelated changes people make in their social
lives. Accordingly, for each person, we predict the following
possible changes: joining a new group, leaving one of the
groups to which this person belongs, and changing an opinion
on one of the issues import to this person. The basis for the
model prediction is the level of social benefits that a person

derives from group membership. These benefits are measured
in terms of the amount of time that a person spends with
the group, and the level of similarity (homophily) of opinions
on issues of importance to this person to opinions of other
members of the group. A person deriving a low social benefit
from group interactions might decide to either leave the group,
or perhaps change her own opinion in order to improve her
benefits from group membership. Our model learns the specific
weights of these and other metrics using the records of past
changes made by people as recorded in the training set. After
the model is trained it can be used to predicts future changes.
The utility of this work is in finding how people with various
opinions form stable groups in organizations and how these
groups can influence the opinions of their members over a
period of time. While this study has been performed only
on a certain section of society within a particular age group,
the methodology developed by our research can be applied to
different demographics to help policy makers identify social
barriers which might exist within organizations.
III. DATA ,

MODEL AND RESULTS

We use the NetSense data that have been collected at the
University of Notre Dame. The dataset contains records of
nearly 200 students who joined in Fall 2011 as freshmen.
This data set contains students’ opinions on various subjects
collected via periodic surveys and records of mobile phone
activities collected over a two year period [6]. The attempt
was made to select for the study a representative sample of
the general student population. In our study, we use this data
set in the following ways:
Survey data: Students were presented a survey at the
beginning of each semester beginning Fall 2011 to Spring 2013
(summers were excluded due to small number participants). A
total of four surveys were collected in the two year period
in which the students reported their opinions on various
beliefs such as gay marriages, marijuana legalization, political
orientation, abortion and homosexuality.
Communication network: During the two year period, as a
part of the NetSense study, the communication patterns among
the students were collected. Call and message events were
recorded for all students in the study. Using this information,
we constructed a directed and unweighted communication
network, in which each student was represented as a node
and the edge was drawn between students when the number
of calls and messages between those students aggregated over
the semester exceeded a small threshold.
Collocation network: In addition to the call and message
patterns, the data contains also records of bluetooth interactions between mobile devices of the participants. To build
a collocation network, we extracted the interactions which
occurred more than 50 times to reduce the noise and ensure
the quality of an edge. The network was directed and weighted
based on the number of times the two mobile devices were
collocated.
Using the collocation network based on Bluetooth interactions between students, we identify social groups within a

particular time frame using the hierarchical clustering method.
This method was introduced by us in [1] and applied to the
same Bluetooth interactions. The method identifies connected
components of nodes over short periods of time, ranging
from 10 minutes to one hour. These connected components
are further merged using hierarchical clustering with additional constraints. The constraints are based on two postulates
(axioms) for a well-formed group: sufficient intersection of
potential members at all meetings, and sufficient attendance of
each potential member in the meetings. Intersection postulate
requires that two groups are merged into one if and only if the
number of intersecting members of the two groups is above
a certain threshold. Similarly, attendance postulate requires
that each member in a group needs to have a certain level
of attendance, exceeding another threshold, to be considered
a part of the group. Using this method, we extract stable
social groups formed in each semester. This is achieved by
tuning up the thresholds for both postulates to achieve the
average size of groups and the average number of groups to
which a person belongs consistent with those reported in the
sociological studies of groups. With the selected values for
these thresholds, we observe that the average number of groups
to which a node belongs is around four to five, while majority
of groups include from five to six members.
Our goal is to predict which all of many potential changes
each person in the network will make. In our model, people
can make the following types of changes: changing opinion on
an issue, joining a new group, and leaving a group to which the
person currently belongs. We propose a benefit driven model
in which the set of changes predicted to be made maximizes
the benefits that a person derives from groups membership. We
define benefit as a function of the interactions the person has
with the group, the similarity the person has with other group
members on various opinions and the number of groups the
person is part of, where weights between these change options
are defined by model parameters. The optimal values of model
parameters are computed by minimizing penalty for changes
predicted by the model but not made in reality and for changes
not predicted as made by the model but made by the node in
reality. There is no penalty for changes predicted correctly
or changes not made and predicted as such. As usual, we use
part of the NetSence dataset as the training set to learn optimal
values of the model parameters. This is done by computing the
penalty for every possible set of changes for each person and
then choosing the one with the lowest penalty for prediction.
We further propose a machine learning based model which
uses many more parameters to predict if a set of changes will
be made by a person or not.
Using the analytical model, we are able to predict the
changes made by persons with a good accuracy, obtaining a
good recall and precision as well. The machine learning model
performs better than the purely analytical solution with only
one or two parameters.

IV. V ISUALIZATION
We have recently completed the development of this model
and obtained results, and now we have started to develop
visualizations. We plan to show visually how people are faced
with multiple decisions on making changes to their social
groups and opinions. We would then show how the model
developed by us learns from the decisions people make to
predict changes made by people in the future. We would also
be showing some visualizations on how groups are identified
from Bluetooth data using the hierarchical clustering method
developed by us.
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